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Galactic Spacebook
Where Time is a Frequency and Space is a Holographic Unity

Foundation for

the Law of Time

Foundation for the Law of Time has invited you to the event 'Globally
synchronized Rainbow Bridge Meditation + Galactic Activation Portal
day!' on Galactic Spacebook!
 
Kin 113, Red Solar Skywalker galactic activation portal day!

Time: February 20, 2014 all day

Group Type or Event Location: Planet Earth (aka Velatropa 24.3)

Organized By: Foundation for the Law of Time

Event Description:

"There will come a time when the birds will fall from the trees, the

rivers will be poisoned and the wolves will die in the forests. But then

the warriors of the rainbow will appear and save the world." —Cree

Indian saying What: Create a circumpolar rainbow bridge around the

Earth. Who: Everyone (all are included in the rainbow!) Why? To

generate a world-wide telepathic wave of love that encompasses the

whole Earth and all sentient beings, creating an interdimensional bridge

and opening the stargate to other world systems. How? Through a

rolling wave of synchronized global meditations, we can connect our

collective mind and electromagnetic field with that of the Earth. When:

This meditation is globally synchronized every seven days (days 7, 14,

21 and 28 of the 13 Moon calendar) to build a rolling wave of unity

that culminates in the manifestation of the circumpolar rainbow bridge!

On every 28th day of the 13 Moon calendar we practice a more detailed

meditation. Let’s focus our mind for these days on the image of the

rainbow bridge. Wherever we may find ourselves, whether it be at home

or at a sacred site, let’s unify our mind to create a permanent positive

thought vibration around the planet by visualizing the rainbow bridge as

the sign of Earth's return to Her original state of pristine harmony and

peace!! "I am one with the Earth, the Earth and myself are one mind."

VISUALIZATION INSTRUCTIONS Before the meditation it is good to

take a few moments to clear your mind, dissolving all thoughts as they

arise. Also focus on feeling love arise in your heart. When you feel your

mind clear, then begin the visualization. Visualize yourself inside the

Earth’s octahedron crystal core. Feel your heart at the center of this

crystal core generating an intensely blazing point of white light. This

light from your heart core creates an etheric column that extends to the

North and South poles from the blazing center to the tips of the

octahedron. Now visualize a great stream of multicolored plasma-filled

light emanating from your heart core and flowing along the central axis

toward both of Earth’s poles, shooting out from them, to become two

rainbow bands 180 degrees apart. As Earth revolves on its axis, this

rainbow bridge remains steady and constant, unmoving. Feel the two

streams of rainbow light rushing through your central column, shooting

out from above your head and beneath your feet to create a rainbow

bridge around your body. Now you and the rainbow bridge are one.

The rainbow bridge of world peace is real. Visualized by enough people

in a telepathic wave of love the rainbow bridge will become a reality.

See more details and RSVP on Galactic Spacebook:

http://galacticspacebook.com/events/event/show?id=6543724%3AEvent%3A48759&

xgi=42ixn01LF3wqBG&xg_source=msg_invite_event
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About Galactic Spacebook

Galactic Spacebook is a social network

1882 members

1927 photos

277 videos

196 discussions

84 Events

327 blog posts

 

To control which emails you receive on Galactic Spacebook, click here
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